
 
 
 
 
 

Client #  62526124 
First name:   Julie Born:  1971 
Nationality:  Japanese 
Country of residence:  Japan 
How long in country of residence?   42 years 
Height: 161 cm (5'3½") Hair color: Black 
Weight: 47 kg (104 lbs.) Eye color: Dark brown 
 Single                           Divorced                         Widowed 
 
Occupation:   Paralegal 
How long at present occupation?   9 years 
Education:  University 
Languages:   Japanese, some English 
Hobbies/Interests:  Art appreciation (Noh play, opera, fine art), music, 
yoga,  Qigong, walking somewhere surrounded by greenery, cooking 
(have macrobiotic dishes at home, but enjoy eating out, too. I like 
romantic meal with boyfriend same as cheerful meal with my friends.) 

Do you want children someday?         Yes         No         Undecided  
Do you already have children?         Yes         No    
Do you smoke?         Yes         No  
  
How would you describe your personality?   Caring, considerate, sincere, intelligent, 
fair. It could be hard to imagine for my co-workers, but my close friends say that I 
laugh cheerfully and have aspect of be pure and honest like a child.  

 

   
What is most important to you?   Perfect harmony in a loving/trusting relationship, 
caring for/respect for each other. Manners and consideration know distance. 

 

   
What countries have you been to?   Taiwan, France  
  
Is there anything about you that your future partner would want to know before becoming 
 involved with you?     Yes      No ---   I believe that being together also means that we  
will face and overcome obstacles together. For understanding each other well, I think  
caring each other is important especially when we have some difficulty. When I get some  
more ability of English, I’m positive about living overseas. Please teach me when we have chance.  
  
What are your hopes and plans for the future?   I'd like to find a special person who can share happiness and hardships with each 
other. It’ll be nice if we have chemistry.  I’d like to have some good food, wine, music, beautiful nature and blessed time with my  
loved one. 
  
What message would you like to send to your future spouse?    I'd like to encounter someone whom I will love his smile even in 
his 70s/80s/90s! As Nietzsche's saying, I'd like to have a talk with some tea peacefully however old we become. Where is my    
precious one? 

 

 


